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In the

To the Defendant

Claim Number

7WL00675

Claimant
(includingref.)

RoostockOverseas
Corp
JHESVM232O82

Defendant
(including
ref.)

NoelleYvonneSlyvie
Klosterotter-Dit-Rawe

Date

2007
04 September

No! See my Comments on
the WLCC's 03.04.07 notice
NoelleYvo4neSlyvieKlosterotter-Dit-Rawe

= Continuing with the infantile game - because 'I was
daring' to stand up to that mafia. They kept this
game up as they dished out 21 months of absolute
sheer utter hell on me...``
...-making them thoroughly evil monsters, vermin.

WEST LONDON
County Court

A solicitor / barrister who was a corrupt, evil monster = a perfect fit with the Andrew David Ladsky
- Portner and Jaskel and WLCC mafia
For events: WLCC # 11
BeforeDEPUTY DISTRICT JLJDGEMCGOVERN siuingat WestLondonCountyCourt,WestLondonCourthouse,
181TalearthRoad.Hammersmith.
London.W6 8DN.
Upon hearingCounselfor the Claimantand the Defendantin person
IT IS ORDERED TIIAT
I . Applicationdismissed.
2. Defence& Counterclaimto be filed by 14 September
2007
pay claimant'scostsof todayassessed
3. Defendant
at f293.70by 7 September
2007.

Dated24 August2007
- It was a trap, and I fell right into it!
It led the WLCC mafia to send me a 27.09.07 letter
masquerading as an 'order'...
...demanding that I pay "£1,700 to file [my nonexistent] counterclaim"
-The double-act mafia of Ladsky-Portner and WLCC
'did not like' my 02.10.07 letter,...
...as both sides into silent mode for more than 3
months, in spite of my chaser letters

So: still the same West London County as in 2002-04
Yep! Definitely part of Her Majesty's kangaroo courts!

As per CPR requirements, ahead of the
so-called 'hearing', I had sent a 22.08.07
detail of my costs (although I had detailed
all my costs from the time the fraudulent
claim was filed against me - instead of just
for that so-called 'hearing').
Unlike me, Portner had (yet again)
breached CPR requirements by failing
to send its costs.
But, no problem!
During the so-called 'hearing' the Ladsky
mafia lapdog and accomplice
McGovern, not only turned a blind eye to
the breach of CPR, he helped Ladsky's
barrister, Greg Williams determine how
much 'I should pay'
- and followed this by a sarcastic and
outrageous comment: WLCC # 11.
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